Spiral Staircase for a
North Woods Home

By Jeff Benson
with photos by Jane Benson

In 1996, blacksmithing attracted me to
attempt some woodworking gouges for
a carved bed I was making. I struck hot
metal and was bitten by the smithing bug
instantly. Over the next couple years I transitioned from home builder and woodworker
to full time blacksmith. The ability to design
and create my own tools, the plasticity of
hot steel and the wide variety of forming
techniques all drew me into blacksmithing. What continues to fascinate me is the
ability to manipulate a piece of hot steel into
HULSLNHU[ÄUPZOLKWYVK\J[0LUQV`TLL[ing with clients, developing a design that
YLÅLJ[Z[OLPYWLYZVUHSP[`HUKPU[LYLZ[ZHUK
then making it come to life.
I was asked to create a spiral staircase
in late 2010 for a new construction home
in northern Wisconsin. I had previously
worked with the clients so they were familiar with my work.
-VYTHU``LHYZ[OLPYMHTPS`LUQV`LK
weekends at an old log cabin, but age dictated that it was time for the cabin to come
down. It would be replaced by the new
home where my clients would retire. They
wanted the 14 foot spiral staircase from the
THPUÅVVY[V[OLSVM[[VIL[OLHYJOP[LJ[\YHS
centerpiece of their new home.
We collaborated to design a staircase
^OPJO^V\SKYLÅLJ[[OLOVTL»ZZL[[PUNH[VW
a small hill overlooking a scenic northern
Wisconsin lake. The clients gave me a list
VMZWLJPÄJÅVYHHUKMH\UH[VPUJS\KLPU
the railing. They also had several small sentimental items which they wanted incorporated into the design. What resulted was a
north woods panorama that starts under the
surface of the lake and proceeds up the hill
and ends in the night sky. Atop the central
log column, a bald eagle sits overlooking
the lake.
;OLWYVQLJ[ZJVWLPUJS\KLKHJLU[YHS
log column; step support brackets; treads;
OHUKYHPSHUKÄ]LMVYNLKKLJVYH[P]LWHULSZ
[OH[Ä[IL[^LLU[OL]LY[PJHSWVZ[Z
The staircase was built in phases. In
my shop I set up the 14 foot log column,
attached the stair support brackets and
7KH$QYLOV5LQJ:LQWHU

The snake emerging from a piece of driftwood was one of a variety of small
forged pieces which adorn each tread of the stairway. It can be seen below on
[OLÄM[O[YLHKMYVT[OL[VW
Jeff Benson, homebuilder, woodworker, above all, blacksmith.
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construction treads along with 6 vertical posts
and the handrail.
Everything was then assembled on site and
the curved railing panels were tack welded to
HZZ\YLWYVWLYÄ[;LTWVYHY`YHPSPUNWHULSZ^LYL
also fabricated so the clients could move in while
0ÄUPZOLK[OLKL[HPSMVYNPUNPU[OLKLJVYH[P]L
WHULSZ(M[LYVUZP[LÄ[\WHSSWHY[Z^LYLKPZHZsembled and brought back to the shop to be
ZHUKISHZ[LKHUKÄUPZOLK
The starting newel post was made to look like
a weathered cedar tree trunk. I started with 4
inch 11 gauge round tube and cut three long narrow wedges out of the top half of the tube. The
resulting gaps were closed and welded to give
a slight taper to the tube. Three formed pieces
of 14 gauge sheet were welded to the bottom to
MVYTYVV[ÅHYLZ0JYLH[LKYHPZLKRUV[Z^P[OZVTL
creative welding techniques. Some deep grooves
were hot chiseled in and the entire surface was
textured with a small hand held rivet hammer and
a dull chisel bit.
I forged some leaves from bar stock, cut other
leaves and petals from sheet steel then chiseled
in veins. They were then heated, textured and
formed over anvil stakes or sunk into depressions
in a wooden stump to shape them. The pickerelweed blossom had nearly 50 hand-forged parts
welded together into a very lifelike form. All of the
critters were forged, including an eagle, a turtle, a
salamander, a variety of insects and more. Often
it required several prototypes before I achieved
the desired results.
;OYV\NOV\[[OLWYVQLJ[0JYLH[LK[VVSZHUK
QPNZVULL_HTWSLILPUNHMVYT[VILUK[OL
[VWHUKIV[[VTYHPSZMVY[OLÄ]LWHULSZ3LHMing hammers, stakes and spring swages for the
air hammer, and a new larger eye punch for the
eagle were others. I was forced to try different
approaches and techniques to create what I saw
PUT`TPUK»ZL`L
In late November 2011, I installed the decorative panels and the eagle. The homeowners were
thrilled, and, after nearly a year and 900 hours of
labor, so was I.
3LM[JSVJR^PZL)SVVKYVV[ÅV^LYÄUished with cold chiseled veins and compound curves. Plasma torch cut fern with
MVYNLKÄKKSLOLHK5V[PJL[OLULH[IP[Lmarks where the caterpillar has chewed
the fern — a little surprise for the client.
Iris showing petals using compound
curves. Complete pickerelweed blossom
made up of 50 hand-forged elements.

Forged eagle sits atop the central log
column and looks out over the lake.
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)LUZVUHUKOLSWLYILUKHYHPSPUNMYHTLWPLJLVUHMVYTI\PS[ZWLJPÄJHSS`MVY
this staircase.

*VTWSL[LKUL^LSWVZ[SVVRZQ\Z[SPRL
weathered cedar tree stump.

Hand-forged elements, which became a
pickerelweed blossom.
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Newel post in process. Benson welded sheet metal pieces
VU[VHWPWLIHZL[VÅHYL[OLIV[[VTVM[OL[YLLZ[\TW

